
 
In the last two feature articles, we explored evidence of a global flood in the form of Noah’s Ark, and in 

geological phenomena like erosion, stratification and rock formation.  The focus of this article is on another very 

fascinating aspect of science that relates to the account of the great flood in Genesis chapters 6 – 9.  Fossils are such 

an intriguing and crucial part of the creation / evolution debate that they warrant an entire article devoted to them.   
 

The Formation of Fossils 
 

A fossil can be formed either by an organism or from an organism.  There are fossils of organisms, and there 

are fossilized dung, tracks, or other impressions made by organisms.  To begin, we must understand what it takes to 

form a fossil.  First, as is evident from what we see in the world around us, it is more likely that a dead organism just 

decomposes or is eaten by scavengers than it is to be turned into rock.  However, occasionally the environmental 

conditions are just right to transform dead organisms into fossils.  Fossils can be formed from organisms that are 

microscopic in size to something as large as a dinosaur or a tree.  Additionally, there are a few different ways an 

organism can be preserved in rock like form.  Two of the more commonly known types of fossilization are known as 

permineralization and petrification. 
 

In the permineralization process, the areas of void in the organic material in the structure of the organism are 

filled in with minerals.  Petrification occurs when the actual organic material of the organism is replaced by minerals 

such as silica and calcite.  In other words, permineralization is a “fill in” process, and petrification is a 

“replacement” process when it comes to where the fossilizing minerals settle in the structure of the dead organism. 
 

Fast Formed Fossils 
 

 

 

 

 

 



Evolutionists have said that it takes millions of years for a fossil to be formed, but we know that fossils can in 

fact be formed very quickly under certain circumstances.  Observations have been made of organic materials being 

transformed into fossils in only a matter of a few years.
1
  The conditions have to be just right in order for this to 

occur, but it definitely has happened and does happen.   
 

If we see this taking place in our time, who is to say that it didn’t occur very rapidly during and shortly after 

the great flood? 
 

Besides organisms and objects that we have seen turned to stone in a matter of years, there are also fossils that 

have been discovered that would seem to indicate beyond doubt that they were formed very rapidly.  One of my 

favorite examples of these fascinating finds is the fossilized female Ichthyosaur
2
 that appears to have been giving 

birth when it was covered by the suffocating muds that later turned it into a stone.
3
 

 

Buddy Davis’ kids song “Billions of Dead Things…”
4
 points out that there is so much evidence for a global 

flood in the fact that we find literally billions of dead things buried in layers of rock all around the world, just as we 

would expect if there really was a worldwide flood. 
 

Polystrate Fossils  
 

One presupposition of the evolutionary paradigm is uniformitarianism, which assumes that the processes 

involved in the physical realm occur at a constant rate.  An example of this would be the way rock layers are said to 

have been formed.  Most evolutionary thinking regarding geologic processes says that it took millions of years to 

form layers of rock in places like the Grand Canyon where we see layering that is hundreds or even thousands of 

feet thick.  The presumption is that only a few very thin layers of sediment are deposited every year.  However, there 

are multiple evidences that suggest that multiple sedimentary layers can be deposited very quickly.
5
  One of these 

evidences relates to the subject of this article – fossils.  If layers of rock take years to form, then why do we find 

fossils which transcend through multiple layers of rock in such places as the petrified forest of Yellowstone National 

Park?
6
 

 

If it took millions of years to form those layers, wouldn’t the trees have rotted away in the time it took to cover 

them completely? Would it not be more logical to believe that the layers were laid down rapidly in a large 

catastrophic flood, burying the animal or plant that became the fossil? 
 

Marine Fossils on Mountains 
 

Isn’t it amazing that clams and other marine creatures are found preserved in the rocks on the tallest mountains 

around the world?
7
  Perhaps in the past those creatures were more highly evolved and could climb mountains.  Or 

maybe there was a global flood that killed billions of marine creatures and layered their fossilized remains in the 

strata that eventually was subducted and folded in the formation of those mountains in the later part of the flood, and 

shortly after its conclusion.
8
  Which option sounds more logical? 

 

Fossilized Soft Tissue 
 

Recently, this author read a news story 

about a fossil that had been found, which some 

scientists thought was a petrified dinosaur heart.  

This is a rather startling find because soft tissue 

(like skin, muscle and organs) generally decays so 

rapidly that discovering preserved tissue is a very 

rare find.  Since the time the discovery was 

announced, other scientists have said that the so-

called fossil heart is in reality just a lump of sand 

and mud that had fossilized inside the dinosaur.  

                                                 
1 http://www.answersingenesis.org/articles/cfl/how-fast and http://www.answersingenesis.org/ articles/cm/v24/n3/stone-bears  
2 A type of marine dinosaur like creature that was similar in appearance to a modern dolphin. 
3 http://www.ucmp.berkeley.edu/diapsids/ ichthyosauria.html  
4 http://www.godtube.com/watch/ ?v=DPZYPPNX  
5 Please see my article “Evidences for a Global Flood: Part 2” published in Vol. 3, Issue 5 of The Tool Box  
6 These fossils are termed “polystrate [i.e. multiple strata or layer] fossils.”  
7 http://www.nytimes.com/1987/03/12/us/whale-fossils-high-in-andes-show-how-mountains-rose-from-sea.html  
8 See Genesis 8:1 – 14; and Psalm 104:5 - 9 
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One of the main reasons they say it is not a dinosaur heart is because this supposed dinosaur heart appears to be four 

chambered, while according to evolutionary theory, dinosaurs are supposed to be directly related to birds, whose 

hearts are three chambered rather than four.  Time will tell whether or not this fossil really is a heart from a 

dinosaur.  In the meanwhile, it is rather interesting that the scientists tend to write off anything that doesn’t fit in 

with their preconceived notions, rather than investigating to discern if their assumptions are inhibiting them from 

conducting good science.    
 

Another very fascinating fossil related discovery that occurred recently was the finding of some cellular tissue in 

a T-Rex bone that appears to be red blood cells.
9
 This discovery was made inadvertently by a secular evolutionist 

scientist at North Carolina State University.  Of course, the evolutionists claim that this bone is nearly 70 million 

years old, and most of the scientists who heard about this discovery brushed it off as being bad research work, or 

perhaps as something that looked like blood cells but which was in reality something else.  The presence of red 

blood cells and elastic tissue in a T-Rex bone seems to indicate that perhaps some dinosaurs lived fairly recently.  Of 

course, rather than questioning their millions of years paradigm, the evolutionists seek to explain conundrums like 

this by positing that perhaps soft tissues of the sort found really can last for millions upon millions of years.  “If 

particles of that one dinosaur were able to hang around for 65 million years, maybe the textbooks were wrong about 

fossilization.”
10

 

Perhaps the most important thing we can learn and remember from our time spent studying fossils is that they 

serve as a silent reminder of how God judges sin.  He sent a flood to destroy the earth because of man’s sin.  In His 

mercy, He spared Noah and his family, along with enough animals and other creatures to repopulate the earth.  Just 

as the creatures which we see as fossils are dead forever, we too will be eternally dead if we “miss the life boat” that 

comes through the gift of eternal life that Christ Jesus gives us. 

                                                 
9 http://www.smithsonianmag.com/science-nature/dinosaur.html  
10 http://www.smithsonianmag.com/science-nature/dinosaur.html  
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